
Perfumed Horoscope October 24 - October 30

As the week begins we feel loftier, but also need to remain cautious not to communicate something that may be misleading to others (Venus in 
Sagittarius sqaures Neptune in Pisces). The whole new palette of scents that we now sense can send a wrong message, and it may be hard to point 
out that one ingredient that causes the confusion. At the same time, creativity soars. This week we are looking at the very imaginative Fragrance Du 
Bois.

By: Zoran Cerar

Aries
You are itching to travel and there is no way around it. If you have not made the plans already, I would wait until the weekend or ide-
ally until the next week to put the money down and seal the deal. Miscommunications are very possible at this time. There could also 
be someone walking into your life you thought didn’t exist anymore, like a ghost from the past. By Fragrance Du Bois try Oud Orange 
Intense

Tauras
This weekend was supposed to be pretty steamy and hopefully you have welcomed some fresh passionate waves into your intimate 
life. The only other scenario is that you were very focused on the finances, so you missed your partner trying to make a point. Whatev-
er the case, during the first of the week, stay rather low-profile and don’t worry if others somehow take the initiative. It’s a good time 
for a get-together with your musician friends. By Fragrance Du Bois try Baie Rose.

Gemini
Over the weekend you learned that it is going to be impossible to make any decisions without full consideration from your partner. 
Don’t write anything in stone, and make sure that’s understood, because you may easily realize that as the week progresses your part-
ner is swerving in all directions. Don’t get confused by your partner. By Fragrance Du Bois try London Oud.

Cancer
By the end of the last week you may have noticed a certain change at your job. It was either dominated by a more jovial atmosphere, 
or you became enthusiastic about a new project. This week will put things in line, but probably not in an obvious or even logical way. 
Be aware that you may be the one who will hold the key to the entanglement of confusion. Also, be very cautious about any foods that 
don’t feel safe and familiar. By Fragrance Du Bois try Santal Complet.

Leo
This past weekend you may have felt something special about someone, and as the week begins you may be asking yourself where 
to take it. For now I would suggest not to be overly-serious, especially if you have strange feelings about it. Keep Pandora’s box closed 
until Thursday. Say Yes to any creative project, including initiating your own. By Fragrance Du Bois try Petales De Cashmere or Oud 
Rouge Intense.

Virgo
You may have noticed a few things in your house over the weekend in need of change or some kind of improvement. You may cer-
tainly get excited about the new vision, but make sure that your objectivity doesn’t fall for someone sweet-talking you during the mid 
week. Slow down the shopping process and wait until the next weekend, when something will show up to fully represent your modes-
ty. By Fragrance Du Bois try Oud Vert Intense or Oud Violet Intense.

Libra
You may have noticed that your word production was maxed out over the weekend. There were so many ideas and plans that you 
had no problem finding a good listener, and maybe even exchanged a few tips. As you possibly decide to turn some of your words 
into action during the week, you may discover that it is a bit trickier than originally thought. If any disappointments occur, make sure 
to use them for a little creative writing session. By Fragrance Du Bois try Oud Jaune Intense. 

Scorpio
You may feel that over the weekend you crystallized some shopping plans for the upcoming week, as there are a few things that will 
make a difference in how you fee about yourself. Sorry to tell you but mid-week the deception reigns high, and if you have some mon-
ey ready to go out, save it for next week and you will not regret it. I understand that you have a good sense of timing, but this time 
engage your instincts and intuition to the fullest. By Fragrance Du Bois try Oud Noir Intense.



By: Jodi Battershell

Capricorn
Suddenly by the end of the week you may have found it hard to prioritize and that strange cloud may continue to hang above your 
head for a little while. There could be a very strange encounter with your past during the first part of the week, and you could get 
confused by it. If you decide not to ignore it, or otherwise avoid it, you could miss some kind of a deeper lesson or message in clearing 
the air around that person. By Fragrance Du Bois try Brume Du Matin.

Aquarius
This past weekend you possibly met some friends who you haven’t seen for a while and they even may have offered their assistance 
in whatever your current situation is. As the week progresses. don’t blame them if they don’t show up, because it looks like this week 
many people will be busy in trying to figure out what is going on, and may feel paralyzed because of the lack of clarity. By Fragrance 
Du Bois try Patchouli Argent.

Pisces
The end of the past week may have brought a new situation in your professional aspiration, maybe a new boss or a new direction 
wherever you’re pursuing your career. Don’t grow any kind of expectations during the first part of the week, because the confusion 
could just suck them in. Stay very focused on your present tasks, because mistakes can now easily happen. By Fragrance Du Bois try 
Zest Marin.


